
Hans Memling, The Passion ~ Scene Identification Chart

Scene

1 Jesus enters Jerusalem ~ Palm Sunday top left, outside the city gatehouse

2 Jesus ‘cleanses’ the Temple to the right of the entry of Jesus, under a double arch

3 Judas betrays Jesus down and to the left from the temple scene, in a narrow candle-lit archway

4 The Last Supper to the left of the betrayal, in a building with a pitched roof

5 Garden of Gethsemane below the Last Supper; three apostles lie sleeping while Jesus prays

6 Arrest of Jesus down and right from the garden: Judas kisses Jesus; Peter cuts off Malchus’ ear

7 Peter denies Jesus above and right from the arrest: Peter shown in a doorway, with cock crowing above

8 Jesus before Pilate left of center; Pilate seated on his throne

9 Jesus is whipped center

10 Pilate questions Jesus right of center, skipping across two scenes, in a narrow building set back

11 the Crown of Thorns right of the whipping scene, Jesus receives a crown of thorns and a purple robe

12 “Behold the Man!” right of the crowning with thorns: Jesus is shown to the people, who condemn him

13 Making of the Cross down and left, below the whipping scene

14 Simon of Cyrene carries the Cross below and proceeding to the right, a procession leaves the city; on the road, Jesus falls

15 Jesus is nailed to the Cross top, right of center

16 the Crucifixion above, to the left, Jesus dies on Golgotha, with two criminals

17 Jesus is taken down from the Cross to the right of the crucifixion, Jesus is removed from the cross at night

18 Jesus is entombed below the descent from the cross, to the right of the building tops

19 Jesus descends to the dead a bit lower, to the right of the procession, Jesus holding the large crucifix

20 the Resurrection above the descent to the dead, with the guards asleep

21 Jesus and Mary Magdalene above the Resurrection scene, with Mary kneeling

22 On the road to Emmaus background, above and to the right of Jesus with Mary

23 Jesus appears at the Sea of Galilee in the distant background, to the right of the crucifixion scenes

Note: Memling’s painting is based on events recorded in all four Gospels. The Passion Events are recorded in these passages from 
the four Gospels, which include our Gospel Passion Reading text for this morning from Mark: Matthew 26:36—27:66; Mark 14:1—
15:47; Luke 22:14—23:56; John 18:1—19:42


